DUCTED AIR-CONDITIONING. WAY BEYOND COOL.

YOU’RE LOOKING AT THE
ULTIMATE CHILL PILL.

You can control the rest of your home with the
same ease by loading it up with your favourite
Android apps. Pay bills, order groceries, search a

e-zone’s 7-inch colour touchscreen does double duty as

recipe, play music, skype while you cook… As the

a tablet. Now you can manage your comfort and your

touchscreen is wired to the wall, it never goes

home from one central hub.

missing and never needs charging.

The e-zone screen is easy to read and simple to
navigate. As the touchscreen is integrated with both
the air management system and air-conditioning unit,

MORE CONTROL AND

you can control every function from the one screen.

CONVENIENCE WITH

With a touch, you can see which rooms are receiving
air and how much, open and close zones, set

3:38PM
iPhone

THE e-zone APP.

Mode

Lounge

Plan

Zones

Setup

Help

80%

c

23°

programs and turn the air-conditioner on or off.

Kitchen

The e-zone app turns all your other smart devices

100%

Theatre
OFF
Master Bed

into additional remote controls. It works through

Bed 1

c

24°

your Wifi, and lets you access and control your
air-conditioning both from within the home
and anywhere in the world.
True comfort is being in total control.
(Apple iOS9.0 or higher and Android V4.2 or higher)

A TOUCHSCREEN THAT’S ALSO A TABLET. COOL.

12:30

CONTROL
IS INTUITIVE

Mode

Lounge

Plan

Setup

Help

ZONES

20%

c

12:30

Mode

System is

Zones

Plan

The e-zone touchscreen controls both the air management

cool

low

medium

high

Help

Setup

24

ON

Off inTimer
10hr
30min to set
press

system as well as the air-conditioning unit. If you know

Zones

heat

fan

To control how much air goes where, press the ZONES button. The ZONES screen will

Kitchen

23°

Theatre

100%

display every room in your house. To open or close a zone, simply tap on the room name,

Master Bed

c

OFF

or to adjust the airflow press the plus or minus button. If the room has a temperature

Bed 1

c

24°

sensor, the number displayed will be a temperature not an airflow percentage.

dry

auto
12:30

how to use a tablet or iPad, then you already know how to

Mode

use it. Simply tap on the function you want and follow the
prompts. We’ve designed the system to be
as intuitive to use as possible and if you ever need it, there
is always a HELP button available on each screen.

HOME SCREEN

Week Days

Zones

M T W T F S S
11:45 AM - 01:45 PM

Plan

Setup

Weekends

Help

M T W T F S S
10:00 AM - 04:00 PM

PLANS
Your e-zone system can be scheduled to turn on or off and run a pre-selected series of
settings for your zones at your required time. Simply set the system the way you would

On the left side of the screen, you can turn the system On

like it to be, and go to the plans page and press the + button to create a new plan.

or Off, select your Fan Speed, and set a Timer. On the right

Set the time you would like that plan to start and stop, and then select the days of

side of the screen you can change the mode and set your

the week that you would like it to run. You can do this for up to 10 different plans.

desired temperature by pressing the +/- buttons

75%

Master Bed

8

5

ENGINEERED TO SAVE

PRECISION AIRFLOW

THE OPTION

E N E R G Y W I T H 10 Z O N E S .

FOR PERFECT COMFORT.

OF INDIVIDUAL

Our obsession with comfort extends to your

You not only control which rooms receive air, you

TEMPERATURE

a thermostat, instructing the system to continually

energy bills. e-zone is engineered for precision air

determine exactly how much. With e-zone you can

CONTROL.

adjust the airflow to maintain your selected

management and maximum energy efficiency.

adjust the airflow to any room from 5 to 100% output,

temperature. They are particularly beneficial in west

As e-zone has up to 10 zones, each room can be

in precise 5% increments. Everyone can customise

facing or upstairs rooms.

controlled independently. You control precisely

the airflow to their room, to their personal preference.

9

1

7
2
6

3
4

10

If you’d prefer everything to be adjusted automatically,
you have the option of upgrading to Individual
Temperature Control (ITC). Each ITC sensor acts like

Alternatively you may use ITC in an east facing room

which rooms receive conditioned air so there’s no

to ensure rooms are not over air-conditioned for extra

paying to heat or cool empty rooms.

energy savings.
This is in sharp contrast to standard systems that
have only 4 or 5 zones, and therefore have to
clump several rooms in each zone. You may only

22°

be using 3 rooms, but due to restrictive zoning you’ll

22°

22°

22°

pay to run the system in nearly the whole house.

STANDARD SYSTEMS:
If all bedrooms are on one zone,
all rooms must be air-conditioned,
even when some are not in use.

E-ZONE:
When every room is zoned
seperately you only air-condition
the rooms you are using.

22°

22°

22°

Opposed Blade
Dampers
21 different
damper positions

THE COMPONENTS

A REPUTATION FOR

CONSUMER SUPPORT.

PEACE OF MIND

OF PRECISION

INNOVATION.

e-zone is designed to be robust and intuitive to use.

WARRANTY.

AIR MANAGEMENT.

e-zone is made in Australia by Advantage Air.

Housed in the ducting, dampers control airflow. In
standard systems, dampers look like a large metal
tube with a circular internal scoop that pivots to
increase or decrease airflow. As the scoop starts
to close, it quickly meets a great deal of resistance
making it impossible to precisely control airflow.
Our solution was to create our own, based on the
design used in commercial high-rise buildings.
e-zone’s Exact Air Regulator
was awarded an Australian
Design Mark award for innovation.

Instead of a pivoting scoop, e-zone’s Exact Air
Regulators incorporate Opposed Blade Dampers
(OBDs). They work like double doors that can open and
close in precise 5% increments. As the air goes
exactly where it is directed, you achieve your preferred
temperature as energy efficiently as possible.

We are an Australian company that has been
designing, manufacturing and distributing innovative
ducted air-conditioning systems from our head
office in Perth, Western Australia, since 1990.
We take pride in creating and exporting a local
product that is world class.
Our systems are renowned for harnessing the
latest technology to deliver unrivalled comfort and

However, should you ever require service or support,
we have our own internal consumer support centre,
staffed right here in Australia by our own staff.
You can therefore be assured of the quality of service
and advice you will receive.
Note: We endeavour to achieve compatibility with as many Wifi routers
as possible, and while remote access works fine on most routers,
there are some instances where compatibility is difficult and at times,
impossible. Should you encounter difficulty with accessing your MyAir
remotely, we are more than happy to assist as much as possible, but
please also be aware that on some occasions the solution is to use a
Wifi router known to be compatible with our products.

Since 1990 Advantage Air components have become
known for their quality, precision, strength and
durability. To prove our confidence, we provide a:
•

10-year warranty on all ducting and
mechanical components

•

5-year warranty on all electronic controls.

Activation Code - The e-zone system has an activation
feature. A code may be required from your installer to
activate your system within the first 21 and 42 days.

energy efficiency; first with Zone 6, then Zone10,
Gen III, and now with e-zone.
We embrace innovation and invest heavily in research

CORPORATE

and development. Over the past 25 years, we have

RESPONSIBILITY.

developed numerous industry firsts and earned a slew
of patents, registered designs and design awards.

Advantage Air is all about bringing comfort to people.
We are proud to be a sponsor of Channel 9’s Matt & Kim
to the rescue. The show delivers life-changing
renovations to families in desperate need.

Standard Systems
•	Conventional dampers
and internal ‘scoop’
• Imprecise

AIR-CONDITIONING CHECK LIST

CONTACT DETAILS

BEFORE YOU DECIDE ON A SYSTEM, MAKE SURE
YOU HAVE ASKED THESE QUESTIONS.

The Air Management System
Does the ductwork meet all Australian Standards (AS1530 and AS4254)?
Are the ductwork and fittings covered by a full 10-year warranty?
Are the products Australian manufactured for Australian conditions?
Is the controller intuitive to use, with on-board help and people you can talk to should you experience any difficulty?
Does the constant only open when needed?
Do the dampers have opposable blades for greater air delivery precision?
Does the filter come with a 10-year warranty?
Is the filter electrostatically charged to improve filtration?

Other
Systems

Advantage
Air System

Australia

South Africa

Perth
Advantage Air AUST Pty Ltd
115 Vulcan Road, Canning Vale
Western Australia 6155

Johannesburg
Advantage Air Africa Pty Ltd
163 Greenvale Road,
Germiston 1401

T: +618 6253 0100
F: +618 9456 5688
E: contact@advantageair.com.au

PO Box 3573
Edenvale 1610

Brisbane
Advantage Air (QLD) Pty Ltd
359 Fison Avenue East,
Eagle Farm,
Queensland 4009
T: +617 3623 2600
F: +617 3268 2366
E: brisbane@advantageair.com.au

T: +2711 201 0600
F: +2711 450 4317
E: sales@advantageair.co.za

Cape Town
Advantage Air
Unit 14 & 15 Drill Park,
Drill Avenue, Montague Gardens

Durban
Advantage Air KZN Pty Ltd
Unit 1, Bella Vista Estate,
90 Corobrik Road,
Riverhorse Valley 4017

PO Box 60881 Tableview,
Cape Town 7439

PostNet Suite 179
Private Bag X04
Dalbridge Durban 4014

T: +2721 551 8411 / 551 8312
F: +2721 551 8402
E: sales@advantageair.co.za

T: +2731 579 4615
F: +2731 579 3903
E: sales@advantageair.co.za

www.advantageair.com.au/e-zone

